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QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT,   AUGUST-SEPTEMBER, 2017

KAVB returned to air from being silent on 8/24/2017.                   

Show # 2017-35                   

Date aired:  8/27/2017  Time Aired: 7:05 AM

Tim Stockwell, Ph.D., Director of the Center for Addictions Research at the University of Victoria, 
British Columbia

Many people believe that having a glass of wine with dinner -- or moderately drinking any kind of 
alcohol -- will protect them from heart disease. However, Dr. Stockwell has conducted a series of 
studies that he believes cast doubt on that thinking.  He outlined several issues that many researchers
fail to factor into their studies.

Issues covered: Length: 8:04
Personal Health
Substance Abuse

Justin Knoll, sociology doctoral student at the University of Arizona

With incivility in American public and political discourse increasingly in the spotlight, Mr. Knoll 
conducted a study that found that people's tolerance to incivility impacts the degree to which they 
participate in politics, especially online.  He noted that people who most engage in online political 
discussions are five times more likely to vote.

Issues covered: Length: 9:07
Civic Participation
Voting

Ken Blanchard, management expert and co-author of more than 60 books, including "The One 
Minute Manager" and "One Minute Mentoring: How to Find and Work With a Mentor--And Why You'll 
Benefit from Being One"

Mr. Blanchard explained why it is more critical than ever to seek out a mentor for career advancement.
He said older workers can also benefit from seeking out a younger mentor for help with technology.  
He also talked about the positive aspects of mentoring to both parties. He also offered advice on how 
to locate a mentor.

Issues covered: Length: 5:04
Career
Senior Citizens
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Show # 2017-36                   

Date aired:  9/3/2017  Time Aired: 7:05 AM

Bruce Schneier, data security expert, author of “Data and Goliath: The Hidden Battles to Collect Your
Data and Control Your World”

Americans’ personal identity, interests and behavior are being monitored more than ever before. How 
concerned should we be about the loss of privacy? Mr. Schneier explained what can be done to 
reform government surveillance programs and shake up surveillance-based business models. He also 
outlined simple steps that consumers can take to protect their personal privacy.

Issues covered: Length: 8:42
Privacy
Government Policies
Consumer Matters

Matthew Drayton, motivational speaker, author of “Succeeding While Black: A Blueprint for Success”

Many African-American young men find themselves in prison, in gangs, and on the streets without 
opportunities to succeed. He talked about the importance of mentoring, education and leadership for 
kids who otherwise face grim futures in the inner cities of America.

Issues covered: Length: 8:32
Minority Concerns
Youth at Risk
Poverty

Huntington Potter, PhD, Professor,  Department of Neurology and Linda Crnic Institute for Down 
Syndrome, University of Colorado School of Medicine

Dr. Potter explained why Alzheimer’s disease is such an expensive disease for the nation’s healthcare
system. He discussed who may be most likely to develop the disease, whether things like crossword 
puzzles can really keep the brain healthy, and where current research is headed.

Issues covered: Length: 6:14
Personal Health
Senior Citizens

Show # 2017-37                   

Date aired:  9/10/2017  Time Aired: 7:05 AM

Jean Twenge, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology at San Diego State University, author of “iGen: Why 
Today’s Super-Connected Kids Are Growing Up Less Rebellious, More Tolerant, Less Happy--and 
Completely Unprepared for Adulthood--and What That Means for the Rest of Us””

Dr. Twenge discussed the mental health and development of iGen, the first generation to spend their 
entire adolescence in the age of the smartphone.   With social media and texting replacing other 
activities, she said Americans born between 1995 and 2012 spend less time with their friends in 
person and are experiencing unprecedented levels of anxiety, depression, loneliness, and suicide.  
She said iGen is growing up more slowly than previous generations, as reflected in delayed 
experiences with driving, dating, finding a job, drinking, and sex.  She offered advice for parents.

Issues covered: Length: 9:58
Youth at Risk
Mental Health
Parenting
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Pam Shadel Fischer, traffic safety expert, Special Projects Consultant for the Governors Highway 
Safety Administration

Ms. Fischer led a study that found that bicyclist deaths have risen more than 12%, the largest 
percentage increase of all roadway user groups. She said the average age of those killed is 45, and 
most are male.  She talked about the factors that cause bicycle/car collisions, and what bikers and 
drivers can do to reduce them.

Issues covered: Length: 7:16
Traffic Safety

Kenneth S. Rogoff, PhD, Thomas D Cabot Professor of Public Policy in the Economics Department 
of Harvard University, author of “The Curse of Cash: How Large-Denomination Bills Aid Crime and 
Tax Evasion and Constrain Monetary Policy”

Even as people in advanced economies are using less paper money, there is more cash in 
circulation―$4,200 for every American, mostly in $100 bills. Dr. Rogoff believes the United States 
should discontinue the use of $50 and $100 bills, because they are primarily used as vehicles for tax 
evasion, the drug trade, terrorism, human trafficking, and other criminal enterprises. He outlined his 
plan for it phasing out, and said he believes it could cut criminal activity by 5-10%.

Issues covered: Length: 5:03
Crime
Government Policies
Consumer Matters

Show # 2017-38                   

Date aired:  9/17/2017  Time Aired: 7:05 AM

Beth Givens, Founder and Executive Director of the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, a nonprofit 
consumer education and advocacy organization

In perhaps the most egregious security breach to date, credit files of up to 143 million Americans were 
recently hacked from the credit reporting agency Equifax. Ms. Given explained the seriousness of the 
incident, how consumers can learn if their data was included and what steps to take to try to defend 
against identity theft and other forms of fraud.

Issues covered: Length: 7:51
Identity Theft
Consumer Matters
Government Regulation

Steve Kardian, former FBI defense tactics instructor, author of “The New Superpower for Women: 
Trust Your Intuition, Predict Dangerous Situations, and Defend Yourself from the Unthinkable”

Each year, a disturbing number of women are victims of a crime or assault. Mr. Kardian explained the 
steps women should take to become a “hard target” in the eyes of criminals.   He explained the 
importance of a woman following her intuition and being proactive in identifying potential trouble.

Issues covered: Length: 9:26
Crime Prevention
Women’s Issues
Self Defense
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Wendy M. Troxel, PhD, Senior Behavioral and Social Scientist at the RAND Corporation, Adjunct 
Professor of Psychiatry and Psychology at the University of Pittsburgh

Dr. Troxel led a state-by-state analysis of the economic implications of a shift in school start times in 
the US. She found that a nationwide move to 8.30 a.m. could contribute $83 billion to the U.S. 
economy within a decade.  She said the economic gains would be realized through higher academic 
and professional performance of students, and reduced car crash rates among adolescents.

Issues covered: Length: 5:00
Education
Economy
Youth at Risk

Show # 2017-39                   

Date aired:  9/24/2017  Time Aired: 7:05 AM

Jack Kosakowski, President and CEO, Junior Achievement USA

Mr. Kosakowski discussed a Junior Achievement USA survey that found that 77 percent of parents are
concerned about their children’s ability to have a successful job or career as adults, in light of global 
competition and automation.  He talked about the rapidly changing career environment, and how 
Junior Achievement is adapting to today’s tech environment to help teenagers.

Issues covered: Length: 8:04
Youth Concerns
Careers
Parenting

Dale Bredesen, MD, NIH Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of California, San Francisco, author of 
“The End of Alzheimer's: The First Program to Prevent and Reverse Cognitive Decline”

Dr. Bredesen said his research has determined that Alzheimer’s disease is not a single condition, but 
three similar ones--each with a different cause.  He said new research is giving hope that the disease 
can be prevented and, under certain circumstances, even reversed. He said every American should 
get a cognitive and genetic test at age 45, to determine their likelihood of developing Alzheimer’s.

Issues covered: Length: 9:15
Alzheimer’s Disease
Aging

Craig Gundersen, PhD, Soybean Industry Endowed Professor in Agricultural Strategy, Professor in 
the College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences Department of Agricultural and 
Consumer Economics at the University of Illinois

Dr. Gunderson led a study that found that 5.4 million people age 60 or older in the U.S., or 
8.1 percent, did not have enough food for an active, healthy lifestyle.  He explained how 
food insecurity adversely affects a senior citizen’s health, and why many low income seniors fail to 
take advantage of government programs available to them.

Issues covered: Length: 4:46
Hunger
Poverty
Senior Citizens
Government Programs
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